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Let X is a Banach space and X빠 is a conjugate space of X. Then X￥ 

is a Banach space, too. The Banach space X is to be weakly compact 

if and only if there is at least one sequence {Xn} of points in S, 
converging to a point X of X, for an arbitrary infnite subset S of X. [lJ 

And in Banach space the weakly compactness has the sarne meaning 

with compactness for weak topology in Banach space_ [2J 
Now we have some definitions on weak topological space X*. (The 

weak topology of X톰 is the weak topology as functionals in X*.) X톰 has 

weak 8-net it means there exist finite points f 11 f 2' ••.••• , f n of X* such 

that for each f르 X* there is at least one f. satisfying the following: 

I f(x) f.(x) 1 <8 for aI1 x든X. 

X* is separable for weak topology if and only if there is a countable 

subset S* of X and closure of 얀 for weak topology is X*. 
PROPOSITION 1. X* ìs weakly comþact then X* has 8-net 101’ 

aγbitraγ'y 8)0. 

Proof. If on the contrary there is same 8)0 for which X* has not weak 
e-net. So that there is an infinite points sequence {fn} (n=l , 2, ...... ) of 
X* , and satisfies. 

(1) I f.(x) IJ(x) 1)8 (i =4= j), for some x른 x. 
{fn} is an infinite points set of X* and X* is weakly compact then there 

is an element 9 of X such that 없 converges to 9 weakly as 

and {9m} is subsequence of {/"}. 

Then for arbitrary 8) 0 there is an integer n. such that 

functional, 

I 9(x) -9m(x)1 <8 for all m )no, x르X 
In the sequence of real nurnbers, 9",(x) converges to 9(x) imp1ies {9",(x)} 

(m) n.) is a Cauchy sequence. So we have the folIowing: 

for 8)0, m)n •• l>n。

I 9",(X)-9r(X) 1<8 for all x드 x. 
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Since {9m} ~as subsequence of {f셔 then we can find out f ;.jJ든 {j，，} 

such that f;=9 ,., fi= 와 , and 

(2) 1 f;(x) fi(X) I<B~ 

(2) is contrary to (J). Hence for arbitrary 6> 0 X * has weak 6-net. 

PROPOSITION 2. X* is weakly compact thεn X* is setarablefor weak 

.toþology. 

Proof. Frbm proposition 1, there is at least one weak 6 net correstond

ing to each 13=윷(k=펴3，…상 

e:-nets. J ,,} is a countable subset of X*. And for arbitrary fEX를 there 

are f"k (k= 1, 2, 3, •••••• ) such that 

1 f!..x) 一fd(X) 1<윷 for a11 ε X. 

So that 

lim 1 f(x) fnk(x) 1=0 for a11 xε X. 

Then Ink converges to 1 weakly as functional , if k . appraoches to ∞. 

Hence X융 is separable for weak topology. 

Banach space . X is separable for strong topology then the unit circIe 

of X* is weakly compact. Refering pror;osition 2, X is ‘ separable . for 

strong topology then the unit circIe of )~* is separable for weak topology. 

We have the other' condition X흩 to be separable forweak tor;oIogy. From 

now in this paper, we assume that X톰 is a Banach Iattice. T 3j 

F홈 is the totality of. 1εX￥ such that f늘0， where the order of X흩 is 

defin:ed by foIIowing' formula: 

(3) 1<9•• f(x)<9(x) 

、

for a11 x든 x. 、

PROPOSTION 3. F를 is seþarable 101’ weak topology the% X· xs sepa-

γable 10γ weak toψology 01 À톨 • 

Proof. Since 1 * was. separable for weaktopology, there is a countable 

subset li싸 of 1 를 such that for arbitrary fE f 를 there exists a subsequence 

{fn} of Q휴 : 

1 fn(x)- f(x) 1<13 for a11 xε x, 
• • • - , 

1) We dente this term by w-1im f .. -1. 
k-∞ 
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where ε is arbjtrary . positive nurnber, n>no, aI'd no is an integer 

depending on B. 

Each fε X￥ be'. reprèsented uniquely as 

f= j+ +j-= j+-( r). 
where 

、

j+~ f (\0,. j-= f(\o .. 
Then j+늘0， r도o and -f-늘o. So that j+, 
there is a subsequence {/n} of Q* such that 

π-lim fn= j+, 
'1_ <<1 

and a subsequence {9 .. } of Q* such that 
α-lim 9n’ 

=- j-. 
.. -∞ 

- f- belong to P*.'. And 

{fn g .. }is a countable subset of X*, so we can put 

{fn-9m} = {h i } 

by suitable rearrangernent. FOt" arbitrary 8>0, there is a number N 
such that for al1 m , n > N 

Ifn(X) 9m(x)- j+(X) (- f ‘ (x) 1 

들1 fn(x) j+ (X) 1+1 j-(x)-9n’
(x)1 

<28 for all xεx. 

There is sorne nurnber M : for arbitrary i > M 
1 h,(x) j(x) 1=1 h,(x) j+ (x) (-f-(y))1 <28 

for all xε X. 
Hence 

ω - /im h,=f. 
{h,} is a subsequence of S*: 

S*=E {f +9; j드 P* ， 9ε -P*} , 
where -P-E{ j;jε P*}. 

Then S* is a countable subset of X* and X* is separated by S* for weak 

topology of X*. 
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